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election.
In 1980. for example, Ronald
Reagan won New York State by
only 165,000 votes, yet there were
800.000 unregistered blacks in the
state at the time. Also in 1980, nine
of 34 Senate races were decided by
2 percent of the vote or less.
A major theme of the speakers
was the need to register not only
voters in general. but also under-
represented voters like the poor.
the uneducated, blacks, and the
young. "What is needed." said
Wray, "is a major push to get
underrepresented voters to
register. ,.
The campaign has a state goal of
60,000 new registrants and, as of
Oct. 3, the "campaign is doing
very well". according to Lowe.
"We have people at all the
campuses.' ,





line sent two representatives to dis-
cuss the selection of a new coor-
dinator with Wilson.
Gasca said that Wilson "refused
to talk to two people. " Helpline
had to have at least fifteen people
Continued on Pg. 5. Col. -I
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Helpline Criticizes Process
OfChoosing Coordinator
School of Business Releases
Fall 1984 OvertaUy Figures
The procedures used to appoint
Helpline's new coordinator, Lois
Lieberman, were totally inade-
quate, according to Helpline, In ad-
dition, they contend that Henry
Wilson, Jr., the dean of students,
handled the matter in an"unsatisfac-
tory manner.
"We are not 'upset' with
Lieberman," explained Helpline
merr ber Luis Gasco, who was· re-
ferriug to the Oct. 2 headline
that appeared in The Ticker. "That
is Dot the issue. The real issue here
is the procedures that were used to
determine Lieberman,"
According to Helpline,Wilson
was informed that Joe Duggan, the
previous Helpline coordinator, was
leaving his position as early.~ -
July. "By the end of August,"
Gasco said, •'we knew we had no
coordinator." At that time, Help-·
CENTERFOLD ..*
although his classroom perform-
ance and community service were
satisfactory, he was told that
bis publication record was not up to
par. This evaluation, said Lewin,
was contrary to 'all of his previous
feedback, from superiors, on pub-
lished wort.••At the last instant for
me to be turned-down for tenure in
the area of publications, when I had
not had problems with that before,
was grounds for an appeal," said
Lewin.
••A grievance hearing is not a
substitute for an academic re-
view," explained Francis Barasch.
the president of the Baruch chapter
of the Professional Staff Congress,
which represents the faculty in all
grievance cases. Lewin's tenure
must be given, or denied, at
another evaluation this spring.
Continued on Pg, 7, Col. .,






Lewin, whose ten-ure denial last
year sparked a student demon-
stration and a letter-writing cam-
paign, has' been reappointed for a
sixth year. A spring evaluation of
Lewin's work will lead to either
tenure, retroactive for one year, or
an ending of his appointment at
Baruch, according to President Joel
Segall.
Lewin, a professor in the Black
and Hispanic Studies Program, re-
ceived his re-appointment as a re-
sult of a grievance hearing on May
10. Prior to Lewin's re-appoint-
mentySegall received over 60 letters
and a petition, with 1,034
signatures, in Lewin's support.
Lewin's re-appointment was made
to enable him .to improve his
publication record, using criticisms
given by Sesall as a guide.
~~ ·'.ZQ_Lte·upie.-tA.re mf'st M-
performance in the classroom that
is satisfactory, there must be com-
-m~i:fi~;.~~n_~_~~~t]Je_
a scholarly record, and that means
publication in scholarly journals,"
said Segall. According to Lewin,
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I can~t say the same-rot our'pys-in
Beirut. You know, over three bun-
.dred-of our guys were killed over
Hey Dave, see the debate Sunday there. I don't know, but I don't
night? think it was smart of the Prez to
Yeah, but it sure was boring. Mon- compare the installations of. the
dale is contagious. security at our embassy to the
Who do you think won? remodelling of a kitchen. The whole
Reagan, of course. Didn't you see Arab world must be laughing at us
how he clobbered that wimp? right now. And I ain't so keen that
But I thought Mondale did well.' he is hanging out with extreme
Reagan looked as if he was lost, you Christian fundamentalists like Jerry
know. It seemed as if he was real Falwell and Jimmy Swaggart.
nervous and he mixed up his facts. Dave: But he is doing that 'cause he is
Whaddaya mean he mixed up his against abortion and he wants to
facts? Didn't he rebut everything bring back school prayer. Now, I
that wimp brought up? Especially know you are a religious Jew. Don't
about the deficit. Every idiot knows you think we should take care of
that deficit has nothing to do with those innocent unborn children,
the interest rates, and the Prez since we do not have any clear-cut
rightly told us so. idea about when life actually
But don't you remember our Eco begins?
professor telling us because the John: I don't know, perhaps there should
government is borrowing so much be some rules about abortions after
money from the private sector, in- the second or third trimester. But I
dividuals and investors have sure don't want my future ruined
therefore less money to borrow and because of a leaking condom. And
that is one of the major causes of 1 am not sure that Reapn is that
high interest rates? sincere about abortions. When he
Sure, but who do you believe, the was governor of California" he sign-
President or a professor? ed into legislation the most liberal
-so does it mean you will definitely abortion laws among the fifty
vote for Reagan? states. And keeping quid while
Yep, and I'll tell you why. Thanks Christian kids were saying prayers
to his supply-side economics in grade school was degrading. I
theory. the economy is booming. don't like it. .
True, supply-side theory states that Dave: So docs it mean you are aoiaa to
by cutting taxes, people will have vote for Monda1c or what?












Another area in which the Court has
muddled its way through a decision is in the
area of religion. Even when the First
Amendment was being passed there were
states with declared religions, schools with
prayers, literacy and wealth qualifications
for voting, and suppression of pornog-
raphy. The intent in the religion clause was
to insure that America never sets up a na-
tional religion. The reference here" if you
have missed the point, is that the colonies
had separated from England, with its estab-
lished religion. No other intention is ex-
pressed in the First Amendment.
The Founders would have agreed whole-
heartedly with Lincoln when he said in his
"Lyceum Address," "Let reverence for the
laws be breathed by every American
....Let it become the political religion of
the nation." Notice that the religion of the
land will be reverence for the laws, not
revealed religion. But beyond that, the
Framers (and Lincoln) refused to go. They
refused because they didn't want to
"outlaw" religion. They certainly could
have written something to that effect
somewhere, couldn't they have?
The Straussian presence on the political
scene is both extremely welcome and
necessary. They have changed the terms of
debate on all the major issues: Federalism
(Martin Diamond), The Supreme Court
(Walter Berns), Lincoln and the importance
of "the other" (Aristotelian) tradition
(Harry V. Jaffa), Plato (Allan Bloom), the
Anti-Federalists (Herbert Storing) and, of
course, the importance of ancient political
philosophy itself (Joseph Cropsey and Leo
Strauss). - - . ,. . . '.
Strauss was more than the "greatest
political philosopher since Machiavelli," he
was a great teacher. He taught a generation
of students to view the American regime as
not "wholly Lockeen," that the American
tradition goes as deep as ancient political
philosophy. Strauss's legacy lives on - in
his wlitings·,·-his ~udents', 1lftd.. -in tbe·
political debates of the day.
lion in taxes in 1981, and $19.5 billion in
1982, for a decrease of 10.1070. These fig-
ures clearly show that the "rich" were not
favored by Ronald Reagan's tax poiicies.
Even when faced with these indisputable
facts, Democratic strategists still churn out
reams of propaganda to try to convince the
American people otherwise. Operating
from their directorate within the
Democratic National Committee and the
Mondale campaign, these .strategists spend
federal money to spread their distorted view
of Reaganomics.
As to the second myth, that Reagan's
policies are bringing us closer to war, critics
usually focus their wrath and indignation
on the belligerence of Reagan's policy.
Here, the Democratic catch-all word is
"negotiations": if only Reagan would
negotiate seriously with the Sandinistas, or
the Marxists in EI Salvador; if only Reagan
would put the guns away and get out the
paper and pencil. What the Democrats can-
not or will not grasp is that there are .two
ways to move closer to war. One is to be too
aggressive and the other is to be too naive
or cautious.
Historical precedent will reinforce my
argument .. Imagine how history would have
.been different, if, when Hitler militarized
the RhinelanQ' in 1936, the British and
French had simply decided to unmilitarizi
it, thereby preventing the rise of the Gel;
man war machine. Imagine h(),}V histori
would have been different if the British a~
French had not acceded to Hitler in Munic;----
in 1938. In both cases. indecisiveness on tr
part of the British and French encourag~~---­
Hitler to proceed. Strength. if it had ~
displayed at the right time, may ha·....., _
prevented the greatest cataclysm of the 201t:
century .





As Election Day draws nearer, the
Democratic Party has been intensifying its
disinformation campaign against the
American people. Commercials exhorting
the populace to vote for the Democratic
ticket have been saturating the airwaves,
pushing our old favorites off the set.
An integral part of this campaign is the
promotion of two myths regarding the
Reagan administration. These myths are
that Reagan gave tax cuts to the "rich" and
that his policies in Central America are
bringing us closer to war.
The first myth is the most ridiculous
simply because it is so easily refuted by
available statistical evidence. It is a tribute
to the success of the disinformation cam-
paign that the Democrats have managed to
convince the American people otherwise.
Every taxpayer, regardless of income,
received identical tax cuts of 25070 over
three years. In other words, David
Rockefeller and David Rockefeller's butler
each paid 25070 less of their income in taxes
as a result of Ronald Reagan. There was no
favoritism shown towards any income
group,
According to the non-partisan congres-
sional budget office, the "largest tax cut in
dollars terms" did not go to those in the up-
per-income brackets, but to those in the
"$10,000 to the $40,000 middle-income
group." This can be confirmed by examin-
ing tax revenue data from 1981 and 198.2. In
1981" taxpayers earning $75,000 or more-
paid 58.0 billion dollars in taxes. For 1982,
this figure rose to $60.5 billion, or an in-
crease of 4.3070. In contrast. taxpayers in
the bottom 50070 of income paid $21.7 bil-
When Leo Strauss died 11 years ago this
October 18th, no one quite knew for certain
the impact he was to make in understanding
the American political system. This is not to
say that Strauss's influence was not already
being felt while he was living; on the con-
trary, Strauss had made his presence felt,
beginning in the early 19505 with the
publication of Natural Right and History.
But during the 19505, the "Straussian"
presence was making itself heard in
American government classrooms.
Students of the American political system
began to rethink the way the American
regime 'Works in light of the writings by the
students of Leo Strauss. '
For the Straussians, the point of depar-
ture for any discussion of the American
regime (or, indeed, any regime) is not the
maximization of, freedom, but the forma-
tion of character. The Straussians, it should
be noted, side not with the moderns in p0-
litical philosophy, but with the ancients, as
expressed by Plato, Aristotle and the
Church Fathers. The trouble with modern
political thought is that it isboth wrong and
dangerous. A case in point is the Supreme
Court and its decisions on religion and civil
liberties.
Concerning civil liberties, the Court has
erred in the name of "free speech" by giv-
ing the right to speak to anyone. Anyone,
that is, regardless of what they have to say.
Therefore, if we are to follow those First
Amendment uabsolutists" concerning
speech,-wbat, it-is fair to ask, should we do
if truth loses in the marketplace of ideas?
Walter Berns has written that freedom is
the proper policy of government only if
man is good. "The gravest threat to
freedom may come from people them-
selves," Berns has written. We should never
ignore the possibility that "noxious" doc-
trine" might v,ery wellprevail, especially in





because they hope to be rich. It is
sanctimonious and pompous for
this writer to think that he can
speak for all college students.
While I hope one day to attain
financial security, my basic desires
also include a safe, secure environ-
ment, fair, and equitable taxation
and a strong economy - each' a
point of Reagan's policies.
This hopeful journalist also
neglects to mention specifics. What
policies have made droves of
Americans poor? In addition, he
writes that the Reagan campaign is
fostering organized heckling among
college students. Well, if Mr.
Taveras were to have read TheNew
York Times last week, he would
have come across an article stating
this this disruptive activity is the
product of a political organizer and
trainer not associated with the
Reagan/Bush people at all.
By contrast, Mr. Guatelli's col-
umn ("Ferraro's Media Charm")
was much more accurate and in-
sightful. He quoted sources and
used concrete facts. The fabric of
his article was well-woven, unlike
the loosely-knit' yam that Mr.
Taveras SpUD.
Perhaps Mr. Taveras will learn .
from his mistakes and Mr.
Guatelli's skill. It would benefit :
this otherwise fine paper.
-Joseph M. Hemway
selection, we have no personal
animosity toward Dr. Lieberman
herself and are willing to support
and help her in her new position as
Helpline coordinator.
Furthermore, it should be noted
that although Dean Wilson claimed
that Helpline "has always had in-
put and will continue to do so," ,
this so-called input in the selection
process came about only' after
Helpliners consistently requested
and finally insisted to be allowed
input in the process.
--Ernesto Rivera
not accept our suggestions. Dean
Wilson said, "I was desperate
and did not have time to do a
thorough search." He was backed
into a corner and tried to do the
same to us. The Helpliners are not
questioning the academic qualifi-
cations of the candidates Dean
Wilson chose but rather their
ability to motivate and challenge us
as well as lead by example. Dean








As a recent transfer student to
Baruch College, I must commend
the people responsible for the
publication of The Ticker. It is a
functional, informative and en-
joyable paper. I am compelled,
however, to point out that Manny
Taveras' article, "Reevaluting
Reagan" (Ticker, Oct. 2, 1984),
was quite in the opposite direction
of the standard at which he should
be aiming.
Mr. Taveras' article floundered
on the points of validity, accuracy
and representation of values, not to
mention a less than tasteful flair.
On the subject of women, he lays
the impasse of the ERA at Reagan's
feet. A little research on Mr.
Taveras' part would have shown
that in order for it to pass, a con-
stitutional amendment needs a two-
thirds approval in Congress and a
tbree-quarters approval of the state
legislatures; none of this involves
presidential approval. Reagan,
quite to the contrary of this "bear-
skin" sentiment, has demonstrated
his respect for women by appoin-
ting Sandra Day O'Connor to the
Supreme Court, thus allowing her
to become tht first woman to hold
that title.
Mr. Taveras also states that col-
lege students are for Reagan only
Dear Editor, courses and if there are rooms
I noticed with great interest Mr. available.
Timothy C. Roan's letter that ap-
peared in The Ticker of October 2, We try very hard to meet student
needs. 15.7070 of juniors and seniors
1984.. who registered got overtallies.
I regret to have to tell him that he Wherever it was possible new sec-
apparently did not speak with the tions were created when all condi-
realDean.Newhouse. How can I be
so sure? It's really very simple. The tions coukf bemeL-While.~
word "sweetie" is one that has many students were finally accom-
modated, budgeting and other
never been part of myvocabularly.
Add-itional- sections are creafe"'d . .restraints, make it impossible to
assure every School of Business and
by departments - not by deans. Public Administration student the
Deans request sections and have to
determine if funds are available in courses and times they wish.
our budget (which was prepared Bertha S. Newhouse
last year); department chairmen Associate Dean
then have to see if they can get School of Business and Public
qualified instructors to teach the Administration
Dear Ticker:
Unfortunately, the emphasis of
the article, "Helpline Upset With
Selection of Coordinator" makes it
seem that we are dissatisfied with
the coordinator Lois Lieberman
rather than with Dean Wilson and
the selection process. Lois is an
innocent bystander in this conflict
and although she ,··as not our
choice, nor were the other can-
didates. The statements made were
not personal. Dean Wilson did not
include us in the selection process.
He chose the candidates and only





































The Ticker is published seven times a semester. All work with the ex-
ception of typesetting and printing is by Baruch or CUNY BA
students. We welcome all contributions and critidsm that ~re typed
and signed. We are located in Room 307 of the Student Center. Our
















A "favorite" professor is not re-appointed, or a "poor" one continues to teach. Most
students who have been at Baruch long enough can tell of a similar story. The reason for this
situation: tenure. .
To be given a tenured appointment a professor must pass through three committees, all of
which evaluate his teaching record, community service and publication record. Perhaps,
though, the proper weight is not given to each aspect of tenure evaluation.
Professor Arthur Lewin has been told that both his classroom performance and communi-
ty service are "satisfactory." His publication record, though, is not sufficient. Subsequent-
ly9 .his tenure was. denied. Within a Jew weeks of finding out about Lewin, students orga-
nized, presenting the president with petitions, letters and finally a demonstration. All of this
work.\\t'~s__~~vaiIl' b~cause Lewin was denied tenure on the basis of publication; his teaching
record-is- already -considered- -'-'satisfaetery." Something-is-wrong with this logic-.
A good publication record is important in establishing a reputation. The more reputable
the teaching staff is, the more prestigious the college. Yet good research abilities do not
necessarily make good teaching skills. We are not saying that publication is unimportant. An
excellent teaching record, though, rather than a satisfactory one, should be given more
weight. Students should be included in the tenure evaluation process.
The president should consider student input more heavily in decisions such as Lewin's. Yet
he has said that he cannot be swayed by a demonstration or similar action. We can under-
stand this, but how are students to respond when they are told a case is in grievance, and
denied information or input? We applaud students, like those who supported Lewin, who
have the courage to speak up. It is only through such interaction with the administration that
changes can be made.
Tenure for Teaching
This semester, Joe Duggan, former coordinator of Helpline, left his position. Ordinarily,
asearch committee is formed to find a qualified replacement with appropriate student input;
in this case from members of Helpline, the confidential peer counseling and referral service.
But this was not the case. '
A search committee was not formed by Henry Wilson, Jr., the dean of students. In addi-
tion, Wilson went out of his way to control the entire process, giving the members of
Helpline minimal consideration. '
According to sever~ Helpline members, Wilson allowed them to interview four prospec-
tive candidates, all chosen by him. Then he said he would make the final decision.'
Yet the most serious breach Wilson comrnitteed was giving the new coordinator, Lois
Lieberman, an unauthorized raise of $3,000 from $22,000. According to reliable sources in
the administration, such a salary increase is not covered in the Student Personnel Services
budget, and is not even covered by unallocated reserves.
The dean did not. defend his giving Lieberman an exorbitant raise $3,000 higher than Dug-
gan's salary. Duggan was Helpline's coordinator for five years; to give. a newcomer such a
raise is an insult to Duggan. In addition, Wilson's poor treatment of the students he is sup-
posed to represent was an exercise in demagoguery. Wilson has no prerogative to abuse a stu-
dent's right to participate in the selection of a college official, even if it is an emergency.
It should be noted that some of Helpline's criticisms of Lieberman are a bit childish. To
disapprove of someone either because their voice is "too soft" (or softer than Duggan's) or
because the person is not as "outgoing" as Duggan, is an invalid barometer of how well or ill
Lieberman will do her job.
N~eIj.beless,Wilson's actions were, to put it mildly, ill-considered. As an employee of the
~~4e;one with great responsibility, the dean should serve as a role-model for students. Un-
~.' fortunately, the only example Wilson has set is how to usurp one's rights.
No Excuse For Abuse
EDITORIALS
Dear Editor,
I am a member of Helpline and--------------------------------------------1wish to correct a statement made byHank Wilson, OUf Dean ofStudents, in your October 2nd
issue. Dean Wilson did in fact say
to me, personally, "You will have
to choose between the lesser of the
evils." He made this statement in
reference to the choice of can-
didates given for the position of
Helpline coordinator.
I would also like to stress that
all hough we are highly disap-
pointed and displeased with the im-
proprieties of the process of the





working together" and he was "in-
terested in meeting with Help-
line." When asked why he didn't
form a search committee, Wilson
said, "We did not have time to
form a search committee." He also
added that this is not the first time
that a search committee has not
been formed. "This has been done
before." When told about Help-
line's complaints, Wilson replied,
"It serves no good to be accusa-
•tory. "
When' asked about the job
Lieberman has been doing, Gasco
said, "She's good but not great."
Helpline member Siu Pang said
that "she's learning, and hope-
fully, she'll get better." He added
that "she's good, but she's better
than not having anyone." When
asked if the students have shown
any contempt toward her, Lieber-
man said, .,Actually, the students
have been very nice and consider-
ate." She added that being
Helpline's coordinator "is an in-
teresting and challenging job. I feel
very involved in it." She said that
being in the middle of this contro-
versy "doesn't feel very comfort-
able", but she hopes in time that n
will die down. Lieberman has a
Ph D. in Clinical Psychology. Her
experience includes peer counsel-
ing organizations, student work-
shops, and administrative work.
Helpline
Continued from Pg, 1
attend the meeting. Emesto Rivera
.said that during the meeting,
Wilson said that uno search com-
mittee would be formed until
March. " Rivera further explained
that Wilson "told us he had four
candidates and would allow us to
talk to them," but (Wilson)
stressed that the •'final decision is
his. "
The 'Ocker
of teachers be considered in person-
nel matters is included in CUNY
bylaws and so need not be repeated
here, although a footnote to this ef-
feet will be included. Students, of
course, are never barred from
bringing complaints, advice, and
suggestions to Department Chairs
and other administrative officers;
indeed. their irmut is welcome.
Artlele X: Joint Committees.
There are to be four voting student
members of the Joint Committee
on Undergraduate Curriculum and
Articulation, six voting student . After the meeting, Helpline
members of the Joint Committee made an appointment with Provost
on Student Evaluation of Courses Paul LeClerc. Rivera said, "We
and Teaching, and one voting stu- . went to the provost to protest
dent member of each Search Com- Wilson's handling of the situa-
mittee for a school dean. In addi- tion.' LeClerc not only •'sided with
tion, the chief officers of the three the dean," he also "approved of
Student Governments shall be the process. " .However, for several
voting members of each Search
Committee for a dean of students. reasons, the dean's first four candi-
Artlele XI: The Ombudsman. dates could not fill the position.
Before appointing someone to this Helpline then went to Wilson and
position, the president must con- told him that they "wanted more
suit with the chief officers of the candidates", but their request was
three Student Governments. rejected. Wilson then chose two
Article XII: Voting Rights. other candidates, and told Helpline
This is concerned entirely with that they must choose one of them.
faculty voting rights. Helpline chose Lieberman.
Article XIII: Amending the
Governance Charter. Students may Wilson disagrees with Helpline's
initiate amendments through either version of the story. Wilson said
a petition signed by 10 percent of that when Duggan contacted him~
the student body or by a 2/3 vote of he said that his departure was not
anyone of the three Student definite. "He informed me that he
Governments. Adoption of an might be leaving. but didn't say for
amendment will require 20 percent sure. He only informed me of the
participation by students and by possibility. " Wilson added that
faculty (rather than 30 percent), but Duggan contacted him "sometime
will now require a 2/3 majority
(rather than a simple majority) for in August" and that "he agreed to
remain as the coordinator for an.passage. . - . - , ~. ,': . ~" ..'
Copies of the complete docu- extra two or three weeks to help .~
ment ..can __be_Qbtain_ed from Carl with registration."
Aylman, Directof- ofthe~Student:·· ... Wirsonfne_n-we~ron f~f~~~ _
Center, 137 East ~2nd Street. that he and Helpline "have been
WBMB AND TOWER RECORDS ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE "THE WBMB ALL-TIME TOP
100" CONTEST IN WHICH ONE LUCKY LISTENER WILL WIN A GIFT CERTIFICATE GOOD
FOR $100 WORTH OF RECORDS AND TAPES FROM TOWER RECORDS IN THE VILLAGE.
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO TO ENTER IS FILL OUT AN ENTRY BLANK TELLING US YOUR TOP 5
FAVORITE SONGS OF ALL TIME (IN ORDER) AND BRING IT TO WBMB, LOCATED IN THE
BASEMENT OF THE 360 PAS BUILDING. YOU MUST BE A BARUCH STUDENT TO BE ELIGI-
BLE. THE DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES IS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21,1984. "THE WBMB ALL
TIME TOP 100" COUNTDOWN WILL BEGIN AT NOON ON WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 5,1984
AND RUN UNTIL CLUB HOURS THE NEXT DAY, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1984. RIGHT
BEFORE THE NO.1 SONG IS ANNOUNCED, WE WILL PICK A WINNER AT RANDOM FROM
THE ENTRIES RECEIVED AND THAT PERSON WILL WIN A $100 GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR
RECORDS AND TAPES FROM TOWER RECORDS. LIMIT ONE ENTRY PER PERSON.
r-----------------------------------------~-----------~
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Prepared by Prof. Norman Storer, the president of this body.)
Secretary, Baruch Faculty Senate Article IV: Student Governance.
Baruch's Governance Charter is, The proposed 'amendments Will
if you will, its blueprint for the con- eliminate the Student Senate (which
duct of the College's organizational now merely duplicates the function
business. It describes the special- I of the Student Elections and
ized structures that deal with par- Governance Review Committee),
ticular concerns (Student Govern- will clarify and provide more flex-
ments, the Faculty Senate and ibility for: the three Student
academic departments.) and Governments, and will clarify the
outlines the relations among them. role of student oversight of all stu-
Our present Charter has been in ef- dent media.
feet since 1974. ArtIcles V and VI: CoUege FKDI-
After more than t'Y.o years of ty Pel'SOlUlel ud Budget Commit-
work, including consultation with tee; Academle Review Colllllllttee.
student leaders, the dean of stu- While students have never been
dents, and the college administra- members of these committees, both
. h F ISh are required by CUNY bylaws to
tlon.f;J e acu ty enate as ap- consider student evaluations of
proved a complete set of amend- teachers.
ments to the Charter. Both the
Article VII: Faculties of the
facuIty and the students, voting Several Schools. Each School's
separately, must approve them if bylaws must specify that students
they are to be adopted. be voting members of the School
The faculty approved them last Faculty, the School's Executive
spring, but because fewer than the Committee, the School's Cur-
required 30 percent of the student riculum Committee, and the
body voted then, another student School's Committee on Academic
vote is necessary. The following Standing.
discussion tries to explain each of ArtIcle VDI: The Graduate Faenl-
them so that students may make an ty. The requirement that the
informed decision when they are Graduate Student Assembly elect
asked to vote in class in October. six graduate students as voting
Article I: The General Faculty. members of this body has been re-
Among its members shall be 12 tained.
students with voting rights, chosenArtide IX: Depal1mental Strac-
by the three Student Governments. ture: The requirement that each
ArtIcle U: The CoaneD of Baruch department appoint a Departmen-
College. This body is being tal Student Advisory Committee
eliminated because it is too large, has been eliminated because it has
its responsibilities are vague and it been so difficult to get students in-
has not met for at least eight years. volved on a regular basis. Replacing
10 of its 25 members were students. this is the requirement that Depart-
ArtIcle m: The Faealty Senate. ment Chairs must seek advice and
The proposed amendments add the recommendations from the
JmSideftts of- the lbf'«---StudeBt --st~ ill their departments.regar-
Governments as ex-officio member s ding curricular· matters. The .re-
(with voice but without vote, like quirement that student evaluations
1-800-462-0073
From within N.Y. State call:
Enjoy Good Food, Information and Drinks.
Place: 24th St. Building, Rm. 114
Time: Friday, October 26, 1984 - 6:00 p.m.
Invites You
To Our Networking Event.
.':
From anywhere in the U.S.
outside N.Y. State call:
1-800-621-0095
THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER




Call toll free during these hours:
Monday - Friday. . . . . . .. 8:30 am. - 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday " 5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Saturday " 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
A t the University of Rochester's Graduate
School of Management you can manage your career
_ with a highly respected M.B.A..
With our wide variety of financial aid and loan programs,
you can manage your finances, too.
So, take charge, and manage your way to a
top quality management education.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL TOLL FREE:
Come meet our Board of Advisers. Ask our
panel of prominent entrepreneurs about how
to start your own business.
N-ETWORKING ARRIVES












SEMEN will be used for artificial
insemination. for couples who cannot
bave children due to male infertility•.
All donor types are needed.
Donors will be fully screened and tested.




WORK FOR US AND GAIN BOTH!
Immediate temporary assignments are available in
fields such as: advertising, publishing, com-
munications, marketing, finance, etc. We pay top
rates and work around your school schedule.
Group 3 Temp. Ser.
500.5th Ave. Suite 414
Tel.: 921-0800
~WDOPPER@
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matter of close-outs and overtallies
than merely granting overtallies
and adding more sections to meet
students' demands. Newhouse ex-
plained, ., Any new section has to
come from the department chair-
men. They have to find someone to
teach it, they have to get a room,
and then our problem is, 'Do we
have the money available?' ...Our
budget is set up the year before, so
that the big question is, •Are we
going to have the money to fund
these additional classes?' Now,
sometimes' we can get additional
classes, sometimes we don't." She
added, "When you're in a pUblic
institution where funds are limited,
instructors are limited, rooms are
limited, you just can't set up
enough sections at the times that
students want."
"1 was very suprised at the
amount of support that the stu-
dents gave me." said Lewin. He
stressed the point that he did not
try to solicit any help from stu-
dents. Lewin added that he did not
tell anyone of his problem until the
semester's end, when students
started to ask him which classes he
would teach in the. fall. "I think
what the students did was a politi-
cal expression,'" said Lewin. He
also commented that their getting
involved was an important part of
the learning process. "People
came to me and said that maybe
they (the protests) are going to
destroy my case. But I'm not going
to limit their free speech," added
Lewin.
Lewin
Continued from Pg. 1
percent capacity, adding that such
liberal arts departments do not ex-
_perience the pressure that is ex-
perienced in the School of
Business. McCarthy commented
that the situation in the School of
Education is limited to students
failing to obtain required per-
mission for certain classes in
Education and Executive Secret-
arial Administration. He added
that one should consider the large
number of juniors and seniors in
the School of Business who have
completed their Liberal Arts Base
Requirements and who must now
complete their business .majors. Of
6,689 juniors and seniors register-
ed at Baruch (as of September 10,)
5,620 are students in the School of
Business - approximately 84
percent.
There -is more to addressing the
"If there is a perception that I
can be influenced to go one way or
another by demonstration, then I
can expect demonstrations," said
Segall. He went on to add that this
is the reason that a demonstration
could have a negative effect, and
"can really cut the opposite way."
The demonstrators. who marched
to Segall's office during last year's
StreetFair, were met at the 22nd
Street building by guards. They
had previously confirmed an
appointment with the president.
"You don't treat guests like that:'
said Moors, adding, "if you make
an appointment to see somebody
you don't send security after
them. "
Three major concerns with the
Black and Hispanic Program were
brought up in a letter that the
demonstrators presented to Segall.
"Grievances provide a remedy only The first concern was that the Black
if an academic judgement was not and Hispanic program be given de-
made." said Barasch. - partment status. Baruch, John Jay
After hearing of Lewin's situa- and Medgar Evers are the only
tion, many students, organized CUNY colleges without some type
through fliers placed around of Black or Hispanic Studies degree
program. The second point dealt
school, tried to arrange meetings with the "hiring, promoting and re-
.with the president. "We felt, as taining" of black and Hispanic in-
blacks and Hispanics in the school, structors in general. According to
that there are not enough role statistics released by the City Uni-
models around," said Terry Morrs, versity Office of Faculty and Staff
one of the student organizers. After Relations, only 11.4 percent of
being told that Lewin's case was in Baruch's instructors are either'
grievance, and could not be com- black or Hispanic. The letter points
mented upon, many decided to be- out, though, that 60 percent of
come more actively involved.. Baruch's total "enroJJment is com-
"-li' .1.._. . uvmg-ooau.<Z rccour&e,-.-we4e- h h - ~ed -of- minority students. Tbe
crded to tate to the streets, U said .Jetter"s final concern dealt With -the
MOrTS: Besides a dem.onstration, president's inaccessibility, and his
organized for the sprrng Street subsequent inability to know of or
Fair, a petition and letter-writing to be able to deal with their eon-
campaign were started. "We never cems. The president has since set
had much time, since we found out aside Fridays to meet with students.
so late," commented Heather




Newhouse cited the example of cer-
tain art classes being filled to 100
to Florence W. Siegel, assistant to
the dean of students.
Approximately 700 awards to 50
countries will be available. The
grants offered are in academic
fields and for professional training
in the creative and performing arts.
To be eligible. you must be a
U.S. citizen; have a bachelor's
degree; and be proficient in the
host country's language.
For more information, contact
Prof. Siegel, room 1702,360 Park
Avenue South, telephone number
725-3347. Deadline is October 22.
-Ivan antron
tames in the School of Liberal Arts
and the School of Education does
not approach the degree of signifi-
cance of the School of Business.
The studeRt-facuity evaluation
program, handled by the dean's
Office of the School of Education,
will take place in fall 1984 for the
first time.
Lester S. Golub, dean of the
School of Education, explained
that conducting the evaluation dur-
ing the fall semester would enable
the results to be used in the spring.
Previously, the results of the spring
evaluations were received in August
when there.are no classes being held
and few people at the college.
The purpose of the questionnaire
is to "help the faculty maintain
their quality of teaching," Golub
said. The 17 questions are rated on
a scale of one to five, and a mean
score for each item is calculated.
AJI of the items are then added and
an overall average is calculated for
the instructor. The entire teaching
staff on duty during the term that
the evaluation takes place is asked
to participate. According to Dean
Golub there is a "95 percent or
better cooperation rate."
-Felida Rapllael
The Black and Hispanic Alumni
Association Ad-hoc Committee
filed a federal civil rights lawsuit
against Baruch College Oct. 9 in
order to become an established
organization, according to the
Center for Constitutional Rights
(CCR).
The class-action lawsuit, based
on First Amendment Rights of free-
domof association-and'organiza-
tion, begins a new phase in the
dispute between the Ad-hoc Com-
mittee and the college administra-
tion. The CCR filed the suit on be-
half of the Ad-hoc Committee.
Randolph M. Scott-McLaughlin,
staff attorney for the CCR, said,
"The failure of the Baruch College
president (Joel Segall) to recognize
the right of black and Hispanic
alumni to form their own associa-
tion is not only outrageous. it is
unconstitutional. "
The United States Information
Agency and Institute of Inter-
national Education is offering
Fulbright grants for graduate work





• question of who would've won, but
CafeterIaS :X:~~.g the food service to the
He-Opened - AlumniAss'n.
Files LawsuitBaruch College's cafeterias havereopened, with the former vendor,
Educational Refreshments, Inc.
(ERY,) operating under anew,
shorter-term contract as a result of
negotiations between ERI and the
college.
"We should have some service,"
said Ronald M. Aaron, associate
dean of students, about allowing
ERI to return. In August, 1984, ERI
was locked out of the cafeterias for
aiJegecfnonpayment_oftitffitieSand
commission fees.
Ov··ertally ciate Dean Joan Japba, of theSchool of Liberal Arts.
The number of "individual prob- _
Continued from Pg, 1 lerns" at this past fall registra-
tion has been placed at 1,600,
are able to resolve the problems, at approximately 25 percent less than
times granting overtallies to the 2,100 figure placed for the
accomodate the students. In some spring registration.
extreme cases it Is necessary to "As more students become
contact a studeat by telephone. aware of the process of registra-:
"Once the deans are able - to tion," McCarthy said, "they don't
see the indiVidual problems, they apply for prime-time classes, if
(students) can get the necessary per. . they happen to be juniors· or the
mission to get into the course, U ex- ..-Prime teachers, if they hapPen to be
plaiDed Registrar Thomas P. Mc- - juniors.'" ..'. .
earthy. - _. A source of the problem of close-
In the School of Liberal Arts and -outs may be the large number of
Sciences, however, the tendency' is students who want certain sections -
to ~y awa! fro~ granting over- at certain times. McCarthy cited
tallies, keeping stnct adherence to the 11:20-12:35 time period (I.e,
established class size limits. "We KM13, K(24) as "prime-time."
try to set a reasonable limit, and . Newhouse and McCarthy in-
then stick to it," explained Asso- dieated that the situation of over-
TICKER TAKES
----------_.. --
The cafeterias in 155 E 24th St.
and 360 Park Avenue South were
opened Oct. I. Between Oct. 2 and
3. the 17 Lexington Avenue cafe-
teria also opened. said Aaron.
Several considerations prompted
the college to renegotiate ERr s
contract, which will expire after
May 31, 1985. Among them were
the restoration of food service as
quickly as possible. the added cost
of extra maintenance and security
personnel to clean and watch the
areas,and the possibility of a pro-
tracted time period without food
service if the case went to court.
Aaron said that had the dispute
gone to litigation. and if Baruch
had replaced ERI with a new ven-
dor, ERrs attorneys could have put
legal pressure on the new vendor.
"The last thing we wanted was a
mechanism that could've frozen
another vendor from coming in."
Aaron said. adding. HIes not a
•
If you love fine writing, now
you can choose between two
Precise Rolling Ball pens that
write so fine yet flow so
smoothly you'll wonder how
we made it possible.
It'sonly The Precise
that allows you to write
beautifully in either fine
or extra fine point.
The price? It's
even finer. Only $1.19.
PILOT PRECISE RalIf\JG BAlL PENS.












FROM WHN 1050 AM,WHO
WILL BE GIVING A TALK
ON THE PROGRAMMING
OF COMMERCIAL RADIO
ON OCTOBER 18 DURING
CLUB HOURS. REFRESH-
MENTS WILL BE SERVED.
PLACE: WBMB ROOM BL15








ON 'TWO 3-PACKS- OR ONE 12..PACK.
51366 100140
To Consumer: limit one COUP.C?'l oer purChase' Goo<! only onproduCts deSlQnated Consumer pays
sales tax To Retailer: We will reimburse you the lace value of lhls coupon plus $.08 handlino
provided that roo and theconsumer have compiled with tile terms of our coupon otter ThiS
eoupon is good only when redeeIl1ed bv you lrom a consumer at time 01 pUrChaslll(j the
specified product Ally other use constitutes lraud RedemPtions not honored -~
thrOuQh brokers or othef outSide agencies Invoices shOwi~r
purchase of SlJ1flCaeOt stock to cover all coupons must be upon
reQUeSt Void If prohtbited. taxed or resmcted This coupon In n0n-
transferable. non-asSlgtlabie. non-reproducible Cash value 1/2Oth of
S01 Offer oood only 10 USA Redeem lJy mallirllJ to VlI Corporation
PO Box 4400,Clinton. Iowa 52734
..
It'sbeen a long time.Twenty..,four years,
1'--. and there hasn't been a sensible new option
in birth control.
Until Today" Today, the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years.
- The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects.
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective" It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges have been sold.
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient
I2-pack.
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to: our 24-hour Today TalkLine. If you have any questions, or you're just
wondering if The Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800-223--2329. (In California, 800-222-2329.) -
Finally, you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But,
best of all, you have another choice you never had before....•.",
Until Today. .-:):~':r, ;~<,,->;.:-::.
IN 1%0,THE PILLGAVE
WOMEN A NEW FREEOOM.
IN 1984,THE SroNGE ONES
WOMEN A CHOICE.
"Clinical rests have concluded that women can expect an annual effectiveness rare of 89~91't if rhev use the "Iodav Sponge consistently
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tn Medieval times Halloween was a
holy eve·ning·~ Henfon October 31, the .... ". ._._- -.:
eve of All Saints' Day, the belief was that ~
the souls of the dead would visit their
former homes. So, be careful of things
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Cousin Winter will soon, arrrive
burdening us with her long stay.
The naked trees
will courageously withstand her temper.
Until her destination is reached .
the crisp texture of Autumn
will add life to my step
color to my world.
The chill the wind brings
in the cool October air
hurries me onward.
As the sun, still ardent,
. warms my face.
Everywhere, leaves
have musically fallen ~




If Spring and Summer are what love is all about,
what happens in the Fall?
. ...
YOU make room for those bulky moth-ball
scented sweaters, pretend to rake the leaves
instead of pretending to mow the lawn and
plunge into the trials and tribulations of col-
lege life.
SOM EHOW the summer-time enthusiasm
and happiness have faded, along with our
fans .We grunt and groan about the weather
and clothe the bodies we strove to define. No
more beer quenched tanning sessions,' nor
sand sneaking Into unmentionable places nor
refreshing summer night strolls with a new
love. Now those memories are obscu re and








According to Paul Barrett a,
Helpline raised a total of $175_.07,
for the Door. .
• • •
after the game. "I won't say much
about their fielding, but they're
pretty good."
Helpline took it all in stride.
There were no disappointed faces
when the game ended, instead all
were in the best of spirits, eating
pretzels, sipping a few cold beers,
and giving each other bear hugs.
"We raised about $125 for the
Door," Duggan said between a sip
and a bite. uWe're happy and hop- .
ing they'll play us again next year. "
Helpline members are more than
happy to oblige. Even if it means
playing on Staten Island ... again.
during the play on the audience's
part. "The audience," he says, "is
just as much a part of the playas the
actors. " Quite enthusiasticabout the
play, Williams, a freshman, has
acted in high school productions
such as 'Guys & Dolls" and "Spirit
of Blackness."
Out of the forty students who
showed up at the audition fourteen
were chosen. Richard Enriquez, who
plays Silvestro, feels that the roles
were cast remarkably well. "This is
the best cast that I've had to work
with. Scapino should be very suc-
cessful." Scapino marks his 8th play
at Baruch since "Apple Tree" and
"Cuckoo's Nest" in 1981.
Props include a cafe set in Naples
and a dock coming out of the or-
chestra pit which will represent the
Bay of Naples. There will be a boat
situated on one side of the dock. The
cafe should be impressive with its
balconies, beaded curtains and many
swinging doors. The sets and
costumes were designed by Michael
Massee.. also from the Speech
Department.
ScapiIIo', preview for invited
audience will be November 12
and will be opened to the general
public and Baruch students
November 14-17. Performances will
start at 8pm and tickets will be
52.50. For the cast of Scapiao a suc-




strong batting power and out-
fielding made them hard com-
petitors. They took the game
seriously, spitting on the ground
like most ball players do, twisting
their caps, and giving' their wives
and girlfriends a kiss or hug when
they came off home plate.
"Baruch's challenge is the 51st this
year, " explained Richard Neer, one
of the team's key home-run hitters.
"We've raised one-half million for
charity in five years," he said
proudly, in a delivery comparable
to a public relations specialist. "We
love to do these type of things."
Several members boasted off-
handedly that Helpline was their
38th victory with a score of 18-6.
'They're pretty good, not too
bad," said a WNEW team member
The Ticker
OJ Ken Dubow swi....., as pitcher Joe Duggan and second bMeman MIguel Mendez look on.
tided in a bang, baseball.caps flying
in either direction. Team members
ran to their aid, finding Lesley with
a bleeding mouth and Juan a bit :
shook up. "It's okay," "Are they
all right?" the members asked,
making their way back to their
positions. "They drew first
blood!" cried Mar, "Let's go!"
Hafalia succeeded in several
spectacular catches, managing to
make desperately needed outs
against WNEW, whose fielding was
quite hard to beat. On every fly
ball, Hafalia was there during the
6th, 7th, and 8th innings, bringing
up the back, supported by team
cheers. "That's right honey!" said
one cheerleader, clapping her
hands. "That's all you gotta do!"
WNEW played a good game,
take. French student Philipe Ber-
trand, a graduate student studying ....-_--:- _
at Baruch this semester, felt that
"Administrative preparation would
have been very difficult otherwise.
[Their assistance] helped a great
deal to make the registration pro-
cess fairly simple."
- '4 Housing and mo ney
problems, " according to Laurence
Krief, another French graduate stu-
dent at Baruch, "are the two
greatest difficulties we face." With
the higher value of the dollar in
France, and the subsequent lower
value of the franc in America, the
money problem becomes par-
ticularly acute for French students.
Compounding their money prob-
lems, they are not allowed to work
- having arrived under exchange
visas rather than student visas.
"It reminds me of school for
younger children," was how Mlle.
Krief described her impressions of
American college life: graduate
courses at CUNY are smaller and
. more centered around class discus-
sions than those in France. Usually,
the only .requir..ement in French
universities is the final exam:
homework and class attendance are
often not compulsory.
"Students [in America] are very
serious," remarked Bertrand, who
felt slightly uncomfortable with
the fact that students in his classes
:l tended to be much older than those
~ in France. Most of them have
Eworked four to five years, and
IU many are married. As a result, Ber-
4ft
~ trand felt that. "There is no real
! university life [at Baruch]." Yet, he
still felt that the program provided
hi ., ...I..' •.,Im..~~' .. ;, .
expenses include transportation to
and from France and an ad-
ministrative fee ($100). In addition,
students must present evidence of
financial security, $450 per month,
to the French authorities. This
amount of money is required to
cove- the costs of housing, food,
books and personal expenses.
Of particular interest is the fact
that most students would not be
able to take advantage of this pro-
gram if there wasn't "direct ex-
change." Since students pay their
home university, CUNY students'
are able to retain their financial aid
and French students are able to ob-
tain tuition remission. For Baruch
student' Carol Duverger, a Haitian
native, this meant the opportunity
to continue receiving her BEOG,
without which study in France
would not have been possible.
The universities take care of most
of the "paper work," with students
making the decisions on specific
details, such as which courses to
given to the Door, a social service
organization for New York City
young adults. "Usually we do
things to benefit Baruch; instead
we're helping the Door," said'
Passarelli. Simply put.
The Helpline team included
former coordinator Joe Duggan,
who served as pitcher; Michael
- Iadarola, right field, who exclaim-
ed, " I wouldn't want' to live in
'l.
Staten . Island!"; Paul Barretta,
third base, and coordinator of the
entire event; Juan Brito, outfield;
Lesley Foster, short 'center fieldt
Greg Glover, outfield; Albert Mar,
pinch runner and sometime· cat-
cher; Miguel Mendez, second base;
Siu Pang, second base replacement;
Felix Rios, coach; and Carolyn
Slater, the team's only female
player and catcher. "Write that
down," said Carolyn with a smile.
"I want them to know that!"
Of course, this reporter asked
why there was only one female par-
ticipant . on the team. "Well,
biologically speaking, " Glover
began, but the quote was disregard-
eel. "Everyone who came to the
practices I put on the team," ex-
plained Barretta, matter-of-factly.
Helpline members Kathy Mytaras
and Yvette Guderski laughed and
added with a quip, , 'Yeah, if you
could get to the practices on Staten
Island from Queens or Brooklyn!"
The two cheered their way through
the game, pitching in supportive
lines to Carolyn, who fumbled a bit
but gave her fair share.
The game had its highlights, one
.unfortunate. In the bottom of the.
third inning, fielders Juan Brito
and Lesley Foster, all four eyes
focused on the sky above them and
a soaring hit from home plate, col- -
A Tale of Two Famous Cities
October 16, 1984
By Usa R. Rhodes
.
Who says Staten Island is the
forgotten borough? Surely not
members of Baruch's Helpline and
WNEW-FM Radio. When the two
decided 'to kick around some dust
in a softball charity fundraiser on a
bright autumn October 7 Sunday
afternoon, Staten Island was the
place to go! .
The athletic field of Curtis High
School, a Staten Island landmark,
was where they met. The home
team, dressed predominantly in
either blue jeans or sweat pants and
Helpline-logo shirts, sweaters, and .
jackets, gave a warm greeting to tile
WNEW challengers, who were clad
in official white and blue WNEW
baseball uniforms and matching
caps. Helpline, however, was not to
be outdone. What they lacked in
proper attire was generously com-
pensated for in their "official"
cheerleading squad, who provided
several original team cheers and a
few handmade pom-poms for deco-
ration.
There wasn't a big, if any,
crowd, but neither team seemed to
mind. "Staten Island is a bit hard
to get to, and the long weekend
makes things more difficult," said
Valentino Hafalia, who was one of
Helpline's key outfielders. "It's
fun, just another Helpline
activity," explained cheerleader
Michele Passarelli, backed by a few
others who didn't seem to mind the
handful of well-wishers. WNEW
team members agreed. "We're just
happy to be here, along..with the
wives," said one with a smile as he
spat on the ground. "Besides, it's a
good cause."
Proceeds from the game will be
By Christine M. Beym
Helpline and WNEW-FM Battle In The Forgotten Borough
"It's the chance of a lifetime!" is
a familiar exclamation spoken by
participants in the NY IParis Ex-
change Program. Both Baruch
students who have gone to France,
and French students who are at
Baruch this semester, agree that
others should "grab at this oppor-
tunity. "
The NY IParis Exchange Pro-
gram is a student exchange pro-
gram between the City University
of New York and the universities of
Paris. Through this program, a
"one-to-one" switch is made be-
tween an American and a French
student. In fact, this is the only ex-
change currently in operation at
CUNY, and the only exchange pro-
gram in existence between two
public universities.
"Perhaps the single most impor-
tant factor [in being accepted] is
motivation, the enthusiasm to
spend time in France," states Dr.
Maxine Fisher, the CUNY-wide
coordinator of the program. But
there are a few other requirements.
Students must demonstrate a
minimum proficiency in French by
passing a placement exam; four
semesters of French, or the equiv-
alent, is recommended. They must
have a "8" average in their major.
Also, a personal interview, copies
of transcripts, and letters of recom-
mendation are required.
When it comes to expenses,
students pay their normal CUNY
tuition. Those eligible for financial
aid - TAP, Pell (BEOG), and
student loans - can still continue
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On your side. For nuthin.
October 16, 1984
"SO WHO 'SAYS




We put a good lawyer right where you need em
Call 725-3377 for an appointment.
Certainly not your Day Session Student
Government.
Check out a Professor!
Teacher evaluation results
•In




STARTS FRIDAY OCTOBER 19
AT SELECT THEATRES.
AGEORGE ROY HIU ALM
DIANE KEATON
in JOHN LE CARRE'S -THE UTIlE DRUMMER GIRL" YORGO VOYAGIS KLAUS KlNSKI
Music by DAVE GRUSIN ExecurM Produmr PATRI()( KElLEY Saeellplay by LORING MANDEL
Based on the nMf by JOHN lE CARRE Prodaa!d by ROBERT LWWFORD
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The Ticker
Have you taken the
first step in exercising
your right to vote?
Graduate
ToResponsibility
If you're interested in gaining managerial responsibility fast. call
the Naval Management Programs Office: (516) 6XJ-25flo.
The requirements are simple: you must have a BS; BA. be no
more than 28 years of age, pass aptitude and physical
examinations, qualify for security clearance and be a U.S. citizen.
After you graduate, get the kind of responsibility you deserve.
Get immediate decision-making r'~ c
authority together with the ( ~,,. ~~fr'.
kind of technical training and ~~-(, //~) \:; \
management experience that /~~J r ; r , _
adds up to a successful career. L::\ ;t/\' V j~ , "\
~-' ~ //;>~,~, ! ~~\ ,r',
Choice management open- ~-~ \ - ~~r-=:Jr\\ - )
ings are waiting for you in ~ __- , -'.'\'''. . ;;.~,~\,.".~,j. .::~ - . ; -..--/;1
electronics, engineering, _~ ~ ':~
inventory control, purchas- . f y ~
ing, personnel administration, ~, d,/( /,'
systems analysis. and similar fields. _" t; \~: /
/ --~ -=-/-
The benefits you get are outstanding: 30 days' paid vacation earned
each year, medical and dental care, low-cost life insurance and tax-free
allowances.
The Day Session Student
Govern-ment of Baruch College
and the University Student
Senate will be conducting an on-
campus voter registration drive
from October 2nd to 5th.
Registration tables will be set up
in the first floor lobbies of the
23rd St. and 24th St. buildings.
All students interested in helping
out please call 725-3377 or stop









man foresees his fate, which holds no more
promise than the tattered trees, scorched
earth -1tftdruift ·otmide. .
The SParse setting and costumes, by
Avigdor Arikha, suggest desolation and
death. The grey walls, the performers' grey
skins and ragged clothing, and Clov's
mournful, lame shuffle in slippers all
magnify the wretchedness of existence, as
Beckett sees it. Nell and Nagg, attired in pa-
jamas and night caps laugh inanely at their
quiet sorrow, for "nothing is funnier than
unhappiness. "
In fact. this is among the most overtly
humorous Beckett plays. Beckett is a
master of language; he manipulates words
(like "shanks," "tandem," "pee") for
their maximum comic effect. Though the
subject matter isn't at all funny, the
dialogue is. (Hamm: What's happening?"
Clov: "Something is taking its course. " Or,
Clov: "If I could kill you I might die
happy.")
The characters do evoke some pity; Nell
dies in her garbage can and Nagg, if not
Hamm, mourns her passing. Clov feels so
compelled to break away from Hamm that
he packs his belongings and stands ready to
leave at the play's close and walk into the
certain death that awaits outside. Both
Hamm and Clov do fear death. Hamm even
wishes Clov would kill him. All the
characters are crippled, all know pain.
Hamm needs a painkiller, but there are no
. more to be found. Clov's despair is great;
yesterday for him is "that bloody awful day
before this bloody awful day." "All life
long, the same inanities, " he cries to
Hamm. "Why did you engender me?" This
familiar. filial sentiment is met with a pure
and simple deadpan: "I didn't know it
would be you."
It takes awhile to understand or ap-
preciate Beckett; it's not necessary to share
his views about humanity, but exposure to
these views is helpful. (Aficionados can see
Robert Langdon-Lloyd in Beckett's AD
Stranae Away at the Harold Clurrnan
Theatre, 42nd Street between 9th and 10th
Avenues.) .
EndlEame is directed by Alvin Epstein;






Can the nuclear family withstand nuclear holocaast?
Drama: The End Is Here
•
Samuel Beckett's Endgame, now running
at the Cherry Lane Theatre (38 Commerce
.Street, phone 989-202O),-isa timdy..adapta-
tion of the celebrated post-holocaust
drama, which first previewed in America in
1958.
Endgame (whose title may refer to the
checkmate and finale of a game of chess)
portrays the last days of four characters
who are trapped inside their home, a hum-
ble abode with two windows that look out
upon the remnants of destruction. Hamm
(Alvin Epstein), who is blind, sits upon a
high throne and orders about his crippled
manservant Gov (Peter Evans), .whom he ..
took in and saved from the impending
death that awaited all the other survivors.
Theirs is a complex relationship; they
regard each other as two pugilists might,
and are in reality, quite wretched. "Can
there be misery loftier than mine?" asks
Clov. "I can't be punished anymore." Clov
seems compelled to follow Hamm's abusive
orders, yet the nature of Hamm's domina-
tion isn't spelled out - is Clov indebted to
Hamm for saving him as a small boy, when
he appeared out of the rubble with his
father seeking shelter from the earth's an-
nihilation? Is this love, loyalty, or spite?
Neither man knows. "Why do you stay
with me?" asks Hamm. "Why do you keep
me?" replies Clov. "All life long, the same
answers, the same questions." The actors
assume Irish accents (the playwright is an
Irish-born expatriate living in France), but
Beckett's is a grimmer view of life than
O'Casey's. For sharing the stage with Clov
and Hamm are, housed in two metal gar-
bage cans, Hamm's parents, Nagg (James
Greene) and Nell (Alice Drummond).
Hamm seems indifferent to them as well;
his "Pap" is grudingly fed biscuits when he
asks for a sugar plum and called his "ac-
cursed progenitor." Nell and Nagg are also
cripples, who "crashed on their tandem and
lost their shanks." In fact, their homes, the
garbage bins, are sprinkled with sands and
sawdust which Clov changes as one might a
cat's litter box.
While Nagg and Nell have their happy
reminiscences to live on, Hamm and Clov
are concerned with the bleak prospects of
the present and believe "though we do what





After hearing excellent musical aspects of
the play, shallow characters can be a let-
down. Uttle Shop of .Horrors is guilty of
using stereotypes to get a laugb:Mushnick as
the old Jewish flower shop owner who is
always kvetching and Audrey as an example
of the dumb blonde syndrome. However,
there is Seymour, the typical bungling nerd
with glasses and baggy short pants who,as a
character,does display change and matura-
tion. The audience observes Seymour as
a nobody who becomes a hero and celebrity
whose downfall seems destined from the
start. The consequences of his fame are
quite serious and there is a lesson for the
conscience here. There is nothing left for
Seymour to live for after Audrey is eaten by
the plant, Audrey II. Seymour has the sym-
pathy and support of any caring soul in the
audience.
Utde Shop of Horrors is really a play you
can take the whole family to see; The kids
will have enough action and scene changes
to keep them happy while adults and more
mature kids (college students) can enjoy the
clever script and satiric humor as displayed
in "Dentist!" In this musical selec-
tion Robert Frisch, who plays multiple roles
in the play, portrays a dentist who explains
why he became a dentist. In short, it was his
sadistic tendencies that led to his career
choice.
There is also a unique creative aspect to
Little Shop of Horrors in the non-human
star of the show, Audrey II, the man-eating
plant. Lynn Hippen manipulates this large
puppet creation and Ira Hawkins is the
deep bass voice of the plant who also sings
"Feed Me (Git It)" and "Suppertime."
Lynn studied puppetry at the University of
Connecticut and does a great job with the
monstrosity.
Although the surprise ending is not the
typical "they live happily ever after" at all,
throughout the play there is a happy and
"'U]Y' feeling·in·the-theater. ·At·the end we
find the country in danger ofbeing eaten by
plants. Yet in this comedy it is clear there is
no need for alarm. After all, this is fiction,
and when you leave the theater and walk
back onto St. Mark's Place you have to be
careful of punk gangs and derelicts in the
streets-not people-eating plants!
Orpheum Theatre, 126 Second A ve. at
8th St. (239-6200)
..,.~~
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Musical:Vegetarian Revenge
What does it take for a play to run suc-
cessfully for over two years? In the case of
Uttle Sl;Iop of Horrors, the off-Broadway
play that is in its third year at the Orpheum
Theatre, the key to success is the right com-
bination of music, comedy, mystery and
romance.
The story of a mutant plant that needs
human blood to live is the central theme in
the popular play. As it well deserved, Little
Sbop 0.' Horrors won best musical in 1983
and the N.Y. Drama Critics Circle Award,
since the music is the star as the storyteller
of the various subplots.
There is a romance between Audrey
(Marsha Skaggs) and Seymour (Brad
Moranz), who discovers the strange plant,
after the plant eats Audrey's nasty motor-
cycle-riding_ S&M-type boyfriend, Orin
(Robert Frisch). Mushnick (Fyvush Finkel)
becomes an amateur detective as the
mystery of the plant unfolds. And finally
there is the success' story of Seymour, who
saves Mushnick's plant shop from closing
and is Audrey's answer to dreams of living
somewhere other than "Skid Row."
It is not slapstick and corny jokes that
make this play funny, but the parody of a
science fiction drama occurring on Skid
Row in a city such as New York with every-
day people the victims of the plot. The
situation is funny and the occurrences may
not be as funny in real life, but in this play
there is humor even in death. When the
dentist, Orin, dies from laughing gas
, because he can't remove his spaceman
helmet, it is funny.
Straightforward humor is not missing
from the play either. At times a song is the
vehicle for the funny thought. Audrey's
song "Somewhere That's Green" is par-
ticularly amusing to those of us who live in
suburbs or on Long Island. Audrey sings
about living in a nice modest house
somewhere like Levittown where all the
houses look alike. The approach and execu-
tion of this number are done very profes-
sionaHy.
Another musical part of this play which
deserves a great deal of credit is the trio of
female singers who are represented by at
least one member in every scene. Leilani
Jones, Jennifer Leigh Warren and Melodee
Savage are' Chiffon, Crystal and Ronnette
(respectively), the doo-wop girls who con-
sistently entertain the audience. They have
small roles in the storyline itself, while their
voices and dancing are the highlight of their
October 16, 1914
tight orchestration and establish its own
ground. Hernandez is especially adept on
this cut; his piano playing recalls 1950's
style jazz piano at its finest.
ODBD is a witty look at one policeman's
morning routine, a Latin A Day in the Life,
almost. Desapariciones is about ordinary
citizens who "disappear" at the hands of
authoritarian governments.. "Todos
Vuelven," a Peruvian folk tune and the
only song not written by Ruben Blades, is
about migration.ia common theme of Latin
American life.
It is easy for the English-SPeaking salsa
fan to follow this album.· English and
Spanish lyrics are included to facilitate
understanding. I must admit, I am nowhere
near fluent in Spanish myself, but I did get
a kick out of learning some new words,
some which the censored Spanish language
dictionaries would never publish.
E/ Padre Antonio y el Monaguillo An-
dres (Father Anthony and his Altar Boy,
Andres) is the most outstanding number. It
follows a priest from Spain to Central
. America, where he eschews the less-than-
ascetic Vatican-endorsed life of the religious
and instead works on behalf of the masses.
Padre Antonio condemns violence and calls
for justice and love, but is shot one Sunday
while handing out communion wafers in his
shirtsleeves. Catholics and others may see
this song as a tribute to Salvadoran Bishop
Oscar Romero, who was also assassinated
by forces who wished to silence him. Blades
maintains an optimistic view of the libera-
tion conflicts:
aero suenan las campanas, un, dos, tres,
del, Padre Antonio y su monaguillo An-
dres
is the chorus, and the bells can be seen not
only as mourning bells but bells ringing
liberation.
Buscando A merica speaks of this country
metaphorically; the U.S. is a person, cap-
tive and gagged. Blades, along with Latin
Americans, is searching for America:
Envueltos entre sombras, negamos 10que
es cierto:
mientras no haya justicia, jamas tendre-
mos paz.
Viviendo dictaduras, te busco y no te
encuentro.
Tu torturado cuerpo no saben donde,
esta.
This s~ng is as fine a poem as it is music.
Ruben Blades is lIamando a America.
G· Podemos escuchar?
-CtzroIJ'1f Abernathy
bucks. How can one respect a band that
once declared, "We're 'not going to take it,
never did and never will," that is now pro-
moting beer? Is Elton John going to
dedicate "Your Song" to his Sasson jeans?
The negative aspects of this marriage can be
heard in all the lower-quality sounds com-
ing out of your radio. Bands are producing
songs to reach your wallet, rather than your
senses. I propose a divorce, so that the real
lovers of music can benefit.
Sizzling Salsa SoundsMusic:
,
Salsa cantor Ruben Blades y Seis del
Solar's latest record Busalndo Amerka
(Looking for America) takes as its theme
the failure of America's vision to realize
itself. Is the lure of affluence and comfort a
mere carrot on a stick dangling before the
eyes of the hapless immigrant? Does
"America,"> the dream and the land, cease
at the border between the United States and
Mexico? The seven songs on Buscando
America (ElektraJAsylum, #60352-1) all
have Latin American milieus, bot the U.s.
figures in many of them, sometimes as a
bound and gagged entity Seis del Solar and
Blades would like to set free.
The Panamanian-born Blades (whose
earlier collaborators include Willie Colon,
the home-grown trombonist from the South
Bronx, Hector Lavoe and Celia Cruz),
shows the influences of many musical styles
on this disk, from Caribbean calypso, to
Afro-Cuban guaganco rhythms and even
doo-wop, Seis del Solar (Six from the Tene-
ment), the sextet that includes Oscar Her-
t
nandez on piano and Fender Rhodes, Mike
Vinas on guitars and vocals, Eddie Mon-
talvo on congas and vocals, Louis Rivera on
bongos and percussion, Ralph Irizarry on
timbales and percussion, and Ricardo Mar-
rero on vibraphone, synthesizer, percussion
and vocals, is as good a back-up as Blades
could ever need.
Decisiones, the first cut, explores some
mundane but universal human problems
like pregnancy, extra-marital affairs and
alcoholism. Blades's voice is a fine tenor
that is strong enough to piercethroughthe
business. But' where do soft-drinks, per-
fume, cigarettes and the' price- of tea in
China fit in the music industry? The former
are (supposedly) dedicated to furthering the
quality of the music, while the latter are
dedicated to increasing their after-tax pro-
fits. If corporations were really interested in
playing a productive role in the music itself,
why don't they sponsor some unknown
struggling artist, rather than only backing
established big names in the industry?
It's a shame to see the rockers of yester-
day succumb to the big business lure of big
The nekel'
.~..,.
stolen by Zedar, servant to the evil god
Torak, to use it to awaken Tarak from his
sleep. Zedar had found a boy of total in-
nocence who could safely touch the Orh.
The Orb was now at Rak Cthol. The Oro"::
lim Priests of Torak's headquarters are
where the magician Ctuchik forcibly took
the Orb and the boy from Zedar, Belgarath,
Lady Polgara, Garion and knights and a
scout from different kingdoms trace the
Orb and the boy back to Rak Cthol to
retrieve the Orb. This search is central to
the novel.
Author David Eddings was born in
Spokane, Washington in 1931. He received
a Bachelor of Arts degree from Reed Col-
lege in Portland, Oregon in 1954, and a
Master of Arts degree from the University
of Washington in 1961. He has served in the
army and taught English. His first book
was High Hunt, an adventure story.
There are three preceding books in the
Belgariad series; they are Pawn of Pro-
phesy, Queen of Sorcery, and Magician's
Gambit. There is a fifth book to be pub-
lished, called Enchanter's Endgame.
-Arthur Keating
The Mahatma couldn't write for The Ticker
-but you can.
and Bill Graham present The Doors."
Yet today's bands look for corporations
to foot their bills. Bands feel that having a
corporation sponsoring them on tour main-
tains low ticket prices. (You hear that,
Michael Jackson t l Rather than charging
their fans higher ticket prices so that
the band can enjoy the luxuries of the road,
the sponsoring corporation pays the bill. In
return, all promotion surrounding the tour
includes the corporation's name; for exam-
ple, a concert ticket might read: ..Jovan
and Ron Delsner present -." The deal
would also stipulate that any advertisement
of the concert include the sponsor's name.
Surely there is no harm in this arrange-
ment. It seems like a very successful mar-
riage where all involved parties benefit. The
bands enjoy their desired luxuries while in-
flating their gross profits. The corporation
has its name connected with a big rock star,
thus giving it the competitive edge in
capturing the teenage market. The fans en-
joy the music, which is in no way
downgraded by having the band connected
with a corporate product. Or is it?
How can one enjoy a band's music,
knowing that the band is playing under a
soft drink or perfume label? Music has
nothing in common with American adver-
tisement products, never did and never
should. Music is an asset to your senses and
your self-being. Corporate products are
liabilities to your paycheck. This dichotomy
should never be mixed.
Sure, the music industry is a big business
itself. Radio, record stores. clubs, deejays,
even the bands themselves playa part in this
ARTS
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The Castle of Wizardry by David Eddings
(Del Rey/Ballantine Books) is the continua-
tion of the search for the Orb of Aldur and
its return to the throne of the Rivan
Kingdom. This is a fast-paced fantasy novel
that starts off with the conclusion of a bat-
tle between two sorcerers.
The story is set in the Kingdoms of the
West .where the good guys live and the
Angaraks where the bad guys live. The
Kingdoms of the West have wide open
fields, mountains and forestry except for
the Rivan Kingdom. It is built like a fortress
to protect the Orb. The Angaraks is mostly
mountains, wastelands, the type of place
)Vhere the sun never shines.
The main character is a young man nam-
ed Garion. He is a simple, honest, likeable
guy who gets pulled into more than he
thinks he can handle. He is accompanied by
his Grandfather Belgrath who is a wise old
man with a sense of humor and an omnipo-
tent sorcerer. His Aunt Polgara is a stern,
strong, respected sorceress.
The heroine of the story is the High
Princess Ce'Nedra of the Tolnedran Em-
pire. She is an obstinate little girl who likes
to get her way and usually did until she met
Garion. She falls in love with him but
thinks he is only a nice naive farm boy. The
little girl eventually turns into a woman.
Structurally, the Belgariad is similar to
the Lord of the Rings trilogy. There are
maps showing the areas where the story
takes place.
Fellowship working together breaks up
into two separate stories. The old English
style of naming people, places, and things is
apparent. Characterizations are uniquely
different from The Lord of the Rings,
however. There are no dwarves or elves in
the Belgariad series. The sorcerers are more
pronounced in using their magic. The
characters are more human. They do not
possess the regal poise and predictability
found in many Tolkien characters. I found
this to be refreshing and found the story all
the more enjoyable.
The storyline up til now revolves around
the Orb of Aldur and its prophecy. Part of
the prophecy is that as long as the Orb stays
in the lands of the West, these lands will be
safe from evil. Only a person of total in-
nocence mav touch the Orb. All others shall- .
be consumed by the Orb. The Orb.ovas
Commentary: Stop Selling Out
Bl David Lubin
BookReview: AFantasyofOrh
Ever since Schlitz rocked America with
The Who in 1982, there has been a new
marriage taking place in the music familv.
Do you, the rock 'n ' roll bands ot past, pre-
sent and future, take the corporate product
and brand image to honor, love, promote
and support? Elton John's upcoming gig at
The Garden will be sponsored by Sasson
jeans. The Rolling Stones's "Final Tour"
of 1981 was sponsored by Jovan; Canada
Dry helped to finance Rod Stewart's recent
endeavor on the stage; Duran Duran re-
ceived corporate funds from Coca-Cola.
Pepsi, not wanting to be left out of the pic-
ture, sponsored Michael Jackson. The list
goes on, and will most probably grow big-
ger as time rolls on.
When rock 'n' roll was first conceived
some thirty-odd years ago, this marriage
could never be imagined. Rock music was
synonymous with defiance and rebellion.
Teenagers would let their hair grow and
dance wild twists as the older generation
looked on in disgust. As rock matured in
the late sixties, it bore significance. It
brought a new social context to the Vietnam
War, draft card burnings, racial strife and
student protests. The rock bands of that era
offered hope of a new and better lifestyle,
one where corporations and big business
with their ties and jackets were looked upon
with contempt and distrust. The thought of
commercializing the music of the late sixties
is paradoxical to the whole meaning of the
music. Just imagine: UWoodstock-three
days of peace, love, and music paid for by
Dr. Pepper and Jovan," or "Budweiser
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SPORTS
have Lev Albert as their guest. He
is a Soviet grand master. Zeldin
said, "He is very strong (in chess),
he's also a very big name." Zeldin,
however, is realistic in obtaining
him. "It will be tough to get him to
attend." Boris Spassky may be in-
vited to this year's tourney, if
Albert is unavailable. "Spassky is a
nice guy. He'll come if we ask him
to," said Zeldin. He noted that
although Spassky is no longer the
player he was when he .played
against Fischer, "he is still very
strong."
The Chess Club invites all those
interested to stop by room 302 of
the Student Center during Club
'Hours. A beginners' tournament is
scheduled for Oct. 25. It is open to
all beginning players. Prizes will be
awarded for the first three place
winners. On Nov. 6, the Chess Club
will conduct a five-minute speed
tourney. Both tournaments will
take place during club hours in
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7011 IMMEDIATELY AFTER]I TAKING OURCOURSES
treasurer, said, "We should end up
in the top 15 in Pan-Am."
Although only 10 players will at-
tend the tournament, 57 players are
in the Chess Club. Zeldin said,
"Most of them haven't played
enough games to have a rating, but
if we needed to, we could form
three teams; "A" - with a rating of
2100 or more "B" - 1600 and "C", '.
- 14()O. -
The Pan-Am tourney is not the
only exciting event in the chess
club's calendar of events. Every
year they have a grand master in-
vitational tournament, in which an
internationally renowned grand
master is invited to Baruch to com-
pete against students. "The club
pays for the grand master invita-
tional; everyone on the club gets to
play him," said Zeldin. Arthur
Bisguier,. five-time World Cham-
pion, played 30 games at Baruch
last year. He won 29 and drew one,
against Frank Fischer.
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Athletle Asides
With the highly regarded Pan':'
Am tournament creeping up on
them, the Baruch Chess Club is
finalizing its plans to attend. This
year, the tournament will beheld in
Kitchener, Ontario from December
26th to the 30th.
Last year's Baruch team finished
ninth overall among the expert or
"A" teams; the "B" team finished
second among its peers.
The Pan-Am tournament is an
annual invitational chess tourna-
ment which is open to all colleges in
the United States and Canada.
Usually there are 70 schools par-
ticipating, A team needs five
players to compete. Baruch has
consistently fielded two teams of
five players each to the Pan-Am
tourney.
In rating a player's prowess at
chess, he must compete in at least
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~25 games, all against players of
higher caliber than himself. A
rating of about 2100 is considered
expert. Baruch has 5 players with
equal or better than expert ability.
Bobby Fischer's rating, in contrast,
is 2700. He is considered a grand
master. Frank Fischer, a Baruch
player, said, "You play someone
with a higher rating than your own
and you move up. They use some
sort of mathematical formula to
figure the ratings out."
In drawing up his hopes for
Baruch at the upcoming touma-
~~t, Dmitry Zeldin, the club's
·S~···-·_··­
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last year after he and a player had
an alleged fist fight. Eng said, U I
In this inaugural column, we will don't know the outcome of the. ......-----------
try to bring our readers up-to-date hearing (to determine Holaday's
on the happenings inside the fault or innocence), he could've just t-------------
athletic department. resigned. I really don't know. ~e
For starters, the baseball team just wasn't rehired."
has a new coach, John Krochak, Although this is Baruch's first try
Peter Laddomada was not rehired. at women's tennis, Eng is confident
Dr. William Eng,. Baruch's Athletic that the sport will attract interested
Director said, "Our coaches are players. "Next year, depending on
hired on a year-to-year basis; he how well we do, we'll expand to 10
-just wasn't rehired." He emphasiz- matches." They are currently in the
ed .that Laddomada was not tired middle of a seven-match season.
due to the baseball team's poor In defense of Baruch College's
play. relative inferiority to other schools
Eric Gerstein, last year's swim- when it comes to sports, Eng said,
!Ding coach, also wasn't rehired. "Our (athIetic) program is com-
His replacement is Ed Figueroa. petitive with any otber CUNY
The swim team starts competing in school... what we have to offer is
December. Hopefully, last year's Baruch's (scholastic) reputation."
2-6 combined record can be im- He also noted' that because of
proved. NCAA regulations, Baruch, a Divi-
The men's tennis team, who .sion III school, cannot recruit
played' its last 4 matches without- athletes as other schools do.
a coach, finally got one. His name A new intramural director will
is Claudius Petrini. Matt Holaday, step up shortly, as Tom Cracovia
the former coach, was suspended takes on a new position.
Summer Employment









loses against St. Francis






The Baruch Women's Volleyball
Team split matches against St.
Francis College and Lehman Col-
lege on October 2nd, rooted on by
a crowd of over 30 at the gym of 17
Lexington Ave.
Baruch hosted S1. Francis in the
first game of a triple-header that
saw the latter team clobber all of
its competition. They beat Baruch
2~.
In the first game of the first
match, the Baruch team, still cold
from rushing to the gym from their
classes. lost 15-6. Elizabeth Bur-
nett, Baruch's MVP, arrived at the
gym just seconds before the 7:30
starting time because of a late
class.
Baruch's problems seemed to be
due not only to the ambient
temperature in the gym, but also
due to the fact that there was a lack
of communication amongst the
players. St. Francis' first four
points were all scored on Baruch er-
rors. The errors were either poor
return volleys or poor passing
volleys. Coach Rene Biourd said,
"This year we're very short and we
lost two players . . . the captain
(Vivian Publico) is also out." The
fact that Baruch's team is very
short -their average height is
somewhere below 5'5"-shouldn't
have been a major factor since St.
Francis' team was no taller.
By the time Baruch's first loss
was imminent, the team finally
started to get warmed up. They
turned a 7-0 deficit to a 9-6 dif-
ference, but they couldn't hold on.
In the second game , Baruch found
themselves on the raw end of the
stick when, after they were leading
12-10, a major substitution proved
costly, and they lost, 15-12. Biourd
confessed to erring on his decision,
stating that he thought the player
was due for a rest. He commented,
"In the first game, we could not
receive their serves." He added,
"You can only do so much with
what you have." In reference to
Baruch's communication problem,
Biourd said, "You cannot play like
this ... it's impossible. I can't
coach them when they don't listen
...if they don't listen, that makes
me mad."
In the second match of the triple-
header, St. Francis clobbered
Lehman. After the smoke of that
game had subsided, Baruch went
on to decisively beat Lehman, 15-11
and 15-10. Baruch showed its true
form by' blocking spikes, aceing
serves, and just volleying a young
and inexperienced Lehman team
off the court.
Although Baruch didn't play true
to form in their first match against
St. Francis, who had won 12 and
lost 13 last year, they showed that
although they are, in effect, playing
with a "skeleton" roster, 'they are
still contenders. Last year's
remarkable 20-2 record is partly at-
tributable to Yasmin Young, who
no longer is on the team. "When
she would spike the ball, the other
team wouldn't even attempt to
return it," said Biourd. The loss of
Young and other seniors has af-
feeted this year's squad, said
Biourd. However, with a squad
consisting primarily of freshmen,
Baruch can build up to winning
form once again. "When you
have new players, the old ones
should be understanding to them,"
said Biourd in explaininghis hopes
for another winning team.
Now the women's volleyball
team is 2-1. They possess good
skills, but still need to work on
communication, which is so vital in
the game of volleyball. In defense
of his squad, Biourd was quick to
say, "They have to work, go to
school, and this doesn't even men-
tion their social life. " A team that
must accomplish these things and




the last pick of the first round. The
Philadelphia 76ers also did well.
They picked Charles Barkley from
Auburn. This monster power for-
ward should do great with Erving
and Malone in the frontcourt.
Another intra-division rival, the
Washington Bullets, may be the
most improved team in the league.
Gus Williams, acquired from Seat-
tle, will be the ball-handler the team
has been salivating for. Look for
big things from Washington this
year. They could be a cinderella
team.
The New Jersey Nets, the Knicks'
crosstown rivals, laid low last
winter. Coming back with Buck
Williams, Darryl Dawkins, and
Michael Ray Richardson, they
should be serious contenders,
especially with some real play-off
experience under their belts. '
The Knicks' season may depend
a great deal on the inconsistent and
erratic Ray Williams. The veteran
guard, who grew up in New York,
can be all-world one minute and
"all-garbage" the next. If he can
ever mature, the guard position
may become stable.
Although there is quite a bit of
talent on the Knicks, a fourth place








The Knicks, New York's member
in the National Basketball Associa-
tion, are in for a tough season. In-
juries,plus other teams strengthen-
ing their rosters.will take its toll this
season.
As in previous years, the Knicks
will depend on Bernard King. The
man who scored back-to-back
50-point games last year is back
again. This time he's healthy. Pro-
bably the best open-court player in
the game, King takes on the burden
of defending against the best of-
fenses around. People like Larry
Bird and Julius Erving will certainly
be on King's agenda.
A big blow for the Knicks will be
at center. Bill Cartwright, the
Knick's starter, is out for at least
the beginning of the season with a
fractured left foot. Back-up Marvin
Webster is also out with an injury.
This may be a problem when people
like Moses Malone show up to
match scoring and rebounding
abilities with the Knicks.
Not helped at all by the draft
(mainly due to no picks in the first
two rounds), the Knicks saw
Boston help themselves to Michael
Young. Young, a gifted star from
Houston University, was a steal as
forgot her loss.
One ecstatic Baruch player was
Joy Martin. She won both her
singles and doubles matches. "I
drastically improved my serves
since last year," Martin said.
Staten Island's coach, Gladys
Meyer, said, "I think we could've
won the match. My other number
two players should've made it. ..
one is as good as my first seed
player, but she's got a weaker
backhand: "
In defense of Staten Island, it
must be noted that they are com-
peting with what is essentially an
all-freshman squad. Meyer said,
"1984 is a building year in which
the players get experience, see the
competition, and get rid of their
bad habits."
The Baruch Women's Tennis
Team can be in for a fun season if
they continue to playas well as they
did in their opener.
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It was the third time this season
that Staten Island couldn't find
substitutes. They have fielded only
five players in half their losses.
Staten Island's reasons for their
poor 0-6 record is a small roster and
inexperience among the players.
These could have easily been the ex-
cuses given if Baruch failed in their
opener, but the Stateswomen came
out smoking. Baruch outscored
their opposition 36-11 in the last
three singles matches. They lost the
first and third matches.
,. I thought all the pressure was
on me," said Baruch's number one
seed Cenia Rivera, after her 6-1,6-3
loss to Staten Island's Audra Patti.
Although Rivera had a good serve,
Patti overcame her with sound fore-
hand volleys.
The other loss to Baruch came to
number three seed, Marta Shen.
She was just satisfied with playing
on the winning team and quickly
-----_.._- -----_._-
Baruch's A~ne Kauafouros practices Mr serve.
By Brian Feinblum
The Baruch Women's Tennis
Team was successful in their first
match of the season. They tasted
victory against the College of
Staten Island at the 25th Street Ar-
mory on October 4th, by the score
of 7-2.
The women in blue shone like
gold in their debut. In two and a
half hours, the Baruchians swarm-
ed to victory, winning four of six
singles matches and sweeping all
three doubles matches. The team is
now 1~; they can hold their heads
high and say they are undefeated.
"It's really hard to say where
they're 'going. It is only their first
match, but I'm happy. I am
shooting for a .500 season," said
Dr. William Eng, the team's coach.
Two of the seven wins were by
forfeit due to the pre-game injury
to Staten Island's number two seed.
Women's Tennis TeamWinsOpener
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